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Abstract: The Domain Name System (DNS) protocol is fundamental to the operation of the1

Internet, however, in recent years various methodologies have been developed that enable DNS2

attacks on organisations. In the last few years, the increased use of cloud services by organisations3

has created further security challenges as cyber criminals use numerous methodologies to exploit4

cloud services, configurations and the DNS protocol. In this paper, two different DNS tunnelling5

methods Iodine and DNScat have been conducted in the cloud environment (Google and AWS)6

and positive results of exfiltration have been achieved under different firewall configurations.7

Detection of malicious use of DNS protocol can be a challenge for organizations with limited8

cybersecurity support and expertise. In this study, various DNS tunnelling detection techniques9

were utilised in a cloud environment to create an effective monitoring system with a reliable10

detection rate, low implementation cost, and ease of use for organisations with limited detection11

capabilities. The Elastic stack (open-source framework) was used to configure a DNS monitoring12

system and to analyse the collected DNS logs. Furthermore, payload and traffic analysis techniques13

were implemented to identify different tunnelling methods. This cloud-based monitoring system14

offers various detection techniques that can be used for monitoring DNS activities of any network15

especially accessible to small organisations. Moreover, the Elastic stack is open-source and it has no16

limitation with regards to the data that can be uploaded daily.17

Keywords: DNS Tunnelling, DNS exfiltration, The elastic stack, DNS monitoring, Cloud computing,18

AWS, GCP, Iodine, DNScat219

1. Introduction20

The Domain Name System (DNS) protocol is fundamental to the operation of the Internet with21

the primary purpose of translating domain names to IP addresses. This important service facilitates22

access to the Internet by using website names or any arbitrary domain names. The DNS protocol23

communicates internal requests to external remote servers and creates a landscape for attackers to24

perform malicious activities such as stealing credentials and sensitive data [1–3]. One of the most25

effective DNS attack types is DNS tunnelling, where the attacker creates a tunnel between the client’s26

network and the attacker’s machine, utilising command and control channels to obscure data and27

bypass the firewall and intrusion detection systems [1,4]. Recent research by PaloAlto [5] indicates28

that 80% of malware attacks gain access to the command and control channel by leveraging the DNS29

protocol. EfficientIP [6] claimed that in 2020, 79% of organisations experienced a DNS attack, either30

directly or a DNS communication was part of the attack.31

The use of cloud services has become more embedded with businesses as the cloud platforms32

provide a cost-effective, flexible, and scalable environment. This is evidenced by the continuous33
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growth of cloud services as software or infrastructure, in the last 10 years [7–9]. Due to the34

challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, organisations continued by working off-premises and services35

such as e-mail systems, cloud servers, VPNs and advanced cloud services facilitated this digital36

transformation for businesses [10]. However, the flexibility of cloud services introduces increased37

complexity for the customers who should not assume that the security settings are optimised for38

their particular environment. It is important to note that the security of a cloud platform follows a39

shared responsibility model, where cloud service providers and customers must monitor and respond40

to threats.41

Monitoring DNS queries for unusual data and DNS domains can be an effective method [11], but42

this process is commonly overlooked by information technology (IT) and security administrators [12].43

DNS is easy to identify, it is a well-defined protocol, typically operating on standard ports. However,44

the volume of DNS traffic coupled with unusual data types can provide a challenge [13]. Some cloud45

providers use public DNS over HTTPS (DoH) to preserve user’s private data. The use of this security46

method is complex and can make DNS Data monitoring more challenging for organisations and users47

[14,15].48

There are numerous methodologies and approaches for DNS data collection, monitoring and49

detecting DNS tunnelling. The majority of detection approaches are based on statistical analysis of50

network traffic and packet content (payload analysis) [12,16], or machine learning/deep learning51

techniques [4,17,18]. These detection strategies (specifically machine and deep learning techniques)52

may produce false positive results, such as blocking legitimate domains, as highlighted in [2].53

This is a challenging area for businesses and users due to their limited access to state-of-art54

systems that are typically proprietary platforms mostly affordable by larger organisations. The55

present study proposes a cost effective and accessible solution using an integrated open-source56

monitoring system in the cloud environments.57

1.1. Contributions of the present study58

In this work, a cloud-based approach has been adopted to generate DNS tunnelling traffic and59

statistical analyse of DNS data in cloud environments, where the victim’s machine and attacker’s60

server have been implemented in Google and AWS cloud platforms respectively. In summary, the61

contribution of this work is as follows:62

• The majority of the research work on DNS tunnelling is conducted over traditional architecture.63

One of the main contributions of this work is the demonstration and detection of DNS64

tunnelling and exfiltration in cloud environments.65

• Simulate DNS tunnelling and detect attack indicators in the cloud environment. Demonstration66

of using the Google Cloud Platform for setting firewall rules and blocking all outbound (egress)67

traffic, the DNS still resolves IP addresses via metadata server and, as a result, a DNS tunnel68

can be successfully set.69

• To show the importance of monitoring DNS data and to establish a monitoring server in a cloud70

environment for real-time detection of DNS tunnelling and exfiltration. Furthermore, several71

approaches have been analysed in the monitoring server for detecting exfiltration of data via72

DNS. We have demonstrated the most efficient strategies (in terms of accuracy of detection, ease73

of implementation and the use of open-source modules) for the detection of DNS tunnelling and74

exfiltration.75

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the background and information about76

DNS tunnelling approaches and detection techniques. Section 3 reports the adopted methodology for77

the demonstration of DNS tunnelling and exfiltration techniques in the cloud environment. Sections78

4 and 5 describe the experiments in the cloud-based environment and a DNS tunnelling connection79

between an attacker and a victim under different firewall constraints using port 53. Section 6 provides80

details of the monitoring server implementation and, in section 7, different detection techniques are81
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explored and discussed. Finally, section 8 provides a detailed discussion of the findings and proposes82

a direction for future research.83

2. Related Work on DNS tunnelling Detection84

A DNS tunnel can be established by using a client-server connection, where resolving DNS85

servers on the client side will act as proxies for the tunnel. There are number of tools [18] which86

can be used for setting a DNS tunnel, such as DNS2TCP1, DNScat22, Iodine3, HEYOKA4, etc. The87

author in [13] designed an experiment where the client and the malicious server were set as virtual88

machines and implemented a DNS tunnel using the Iodine and DNScat2 tools. In this study, live DNS89

data was investigated through analysing the payload and traffic data by using the statistics engine90

of the Splunk5 framework. The proposed setup detects malicious domains by deploying statistical91

analysis of the payload and traffic data such as length and entropy of the Fully Qualified Domain92

Name (FQDN), uncommon resource record types and the volume of DNS queries.93

The payload assessment can be achieved by analysing several DNS protocol attributes such as94

DNS query content, domain name length, specific signatures, and the hostname entropy. Farnham95

[12] also presented DNS traffic analysis from the properties such as the geographic location of96

the DNS server, frequency and volume of DNS requests, and number of hostnames per domain.97

According to the analysis, a domain with a large number of sub-domains as unique hostnames will98

be considered as an anomaly.99

Another feature of the DNS protocol is the resource record type, which presents the type of100

correspondence, e.g., type A for IPV4, type AAAA for IPV6, NS (Name Server) record of authoritative101

server for a domain, TXT for text query, Null for arbitrary content, etc. The common record types102

(such as A, AAAA, MX, CNAME, NS and TXT) are more frequently transmitted DNS queries, hence,103

statistical analysis of the records and the frequency of less common record types such as Null can104

provide an assessment strategy to identify DNS tunnelling [13,19,20].105

The authors in [20] presented a DNS monitoring strategy for un-encrypted traffic in which106

common records such as A and AAAA are statistically analysed. The authors claim that recent107

DNS tunnelling attacks are mainly developed based on A and AAAA records. They generated108

DNS data by using tools such as Cobalt strike to create a sample data with A and AAAA records.109

After DNS data creation, the authors investigated anomaly detection strategies based on measuring110

the amount of information in the DNS traffic and randomness (entropy) of the traffic data. Their111

analysis showed that DNS tunnelling attacks can be accurately detected from A and AAAA records112

rather than analysing subdomains and TXT records. However, their proposed approach is unable to113

identify DNS tunnelling over encrypted traffic such as DNS over TLS and HTTPS (DOH) protocols.114

Although, the majority of DNS works through the transmission of plain text, the usefulness of115

the DOH protocol, which can protect the privacy of DNS queries and responses, may provide an116

opportunity for malicious activities to hide through encryption [21].117

The work in [22] developed a detection system, where the victim’s server, attacker server and118

Elasticsearch have been set in a virtualized environment. Iodine and DNScat2 tools were used to119

generate DNS tunnel data and collected DNS traffic using packetbeat, which was then analysed120

by Elasticsearch and visualised by Kibana. They detected DNS tunnelling using the number of121

hostnames per domain, where a domain with large number of unique hostnames will be considered122

as an anomaly.123

1 https://salsa.debian.org/debian/dns2tcp
2 https://github.com/iagox86/dnscat2
3 https://code.kryo.se/iodine/
4 https://sourceforge.net/projects/heyoka/
5 https://www.splunk.com/
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Another important monitoring technique is based on passive DNS data [2]. The passive data is124

based on known threats and historical data, which can be used to uncover potential security incidents125

or discover malicious domains and networks. This approach led to several studies [3,23,24] for126

detecting various DNS attacks. These studies analysed large passive DNS datasets and identified127

DNS features which have been used for detecting malicious DNS domains and usage. The usage128

of passive DNS in identifying DNS attacks is widely researched by many authors [19,25], however,129

solely relying on existing datasets/sources may not be deemed suitable as attackers continue to use130

novel attack methodologies. Furthermore, collection of passive DNS data requires a lot of resources131

such as open source information gathering (domain, subdomain, IP address etc.), processing and132

analysing collected information.133

Table 1 presents a summary of relevant studies on DNS tunnelling monitoring methods in134

non-cloud environments including their weaknesses and advantages. The data set column provides135

information related to data that was used or built for each study.136

AWS instance DNS Tunnel Server (Attacker)

Webserver (Victim or 
DNS tunnel client) 

Internet

ELK monitoring server 

Router 

• Allow ssh on both monitoring and webserver
• Allow internal connection on all ports 

between the two subnets
• Allow HTTP and HTTPS on the webserver, 

and ELK monitoring server.
• Allow ICMP on the webserver, and ELK 

monitoring server.
Allow port 5601 on the monitoring server for 
Kibana.

GCP cloud firewall 

Firewall rules

Admin access to configure 
cloud infrastructure via 
key-based authentication

Subnet 1 Subnet 2

Google Cloud Platform (GCP)

Amazon Web Service (AWS) 

Figure 1. Implementation details of DNS tunnelling and exfiltration of Data setup in the cloud
environments.

3. Methodology137

To perform DNS tunnelling, two cloud providers were selected as shown in Figure 1. The DNS138

tunnel server (attacker) was based on the Amazon Web Service (AWS) cloud and a Webserver (victim)139

was hosted in the Google Cloud Platform (GCP). A monitoring server based on the Elastic stack was140

also hosted in the GCP. It is important to note that a separate Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) in GCP141

hosts the monitoring server and the client’s webserver, where both servers were implemented on142

two different subnets as shown in Figure 1. Each VPC has a firewall, and firewall rules are applied143

to all the VM instances hosted within the VPC. The VPC network runs a local metadata server6
144

alongside each VM instance. The metadata server provides basic services such as DHCP and DNS145

6 https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/firewalls#gcp-metadata-server
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Table 1. Summary of the relevant studies for DNS tunnelling detection methods in the non-cloud
environment.

Paper Detection Methods Dataset Weaknesses Advantages
[19,24] Statistical analysis of

resource records type
and usage of new fully
qualified domain names
on a passive DNS data.

Passive DNS Collecting passive
DNS data requires
resources. Identifying
DNS tunnelling through
filtering passive DNS data
can be unreliable.

Accurate
results when
combined with
other detection
strategies (such
as statistical
analysis).

[16] Statistical analysis of DNS
traffic using Snort IDS.

Malicious Data
generated through
Iodine.

Relatively challenging
to write a good rule for
detection and can produce
false positive alerts. Packet
processing can be slow.

Snort IDS is
an open-source
tool, flexible,
scalable, and
easy to set.

[13] Statistical analysis of
DNS payload and traffic,
analysing the length and
entropy of DNS requests
using Splunk.

Malicious Data
generated through
Iodine and DNScat2.

Splunk is a costly
platform.

Built in
state-of-the-art
data analytics
tools.

[20] Statistical analysis of A
and AAAA records only.

Malicious Data
generated through
Dns2tcp, DNScat,
DNScapy, Cobalt
strike, pisloader,
Dnsdelivery and
Glimpse.

The strategy does not
consider other record
types, such as txt,
CNAME, and Null

Low processing
overhead
because of
considering
only two record
types.

[22] Analysis of DNS traffic,
using Elasticsearch in a
virtualize environment.

Malicious Data
generated through
Iodine and DNScat2.

The Elastic stack
implementation can be
complex as it requires
setup of multiple open
source tools. The work
only considers number of
hostnames per domain for
detecting DNS exfiltration.

Use of an
open-source
platform i.e.,
Elasticsearch for
DSN tunnelling
detection,
Kibana
dashboard for
visualisation,
and beats
framework
for data export.

[17,18] Machine and Deep
Learning based strategies

Malicious Data
generated through
Iodine, DNScat and
Ozyman.

Implementation of this
method is complex and
availability of bigger
datasets for training can
be a problem.

Automated
process with
high detection
accuracy.

name resolution. The metadata server resolves both internal and external DNS queries, regardless of146

any firewall rules, using Google’s public DNS servers.147

The experiments were conducted over the period of eight days, i.e., the webserver was accessible148

from the Internet for eight days. The majority of the DNS traffic was generated from the attacker149

server and a small proportion of traffic was produced from non-malicious domains such as security150

updates from debian.org and browsing google.com. All information related to the DNS traffic151

was sent to the monitoring server. The size of the data ingested to the monitoring server was152

approximately 3.6 Megabytes of DNS queries and 4 Megabytes for responses. The implementation153

details of the monitoring server are provided in Section 6, whereas setup of the DNS tunnel server154

(attacker) is provided below.155

To perform exfiltration of data from the webserver via DNS in the cloud environment, two156

different tunnelling applications, Iodine and DNScat2, were tested. Iodine tunnels IPv4 data through157
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the DNS tunnel server. It is specifically used in situations where Internet access is firewalled but158

queries via DNS are allowed. On the other hand, DNScat2 creates an encrypted command and159

control (C&C) channel over the DNS protocol. To use both these applications, two actual domains160

slehee.com and slehee.uk were purchased for the purpose of tunnelling and exfiltration of data from161

the webserver. It is not in the scope of this paper to detail how an attacker can gain access to the162

victim machine. Therefore, we assume that an attacker has managed to compromise the target system163

(either via social engineering or through exploitation of a vulnerability) and deployed the tunnelling164

software on the victims machine (Webserver hosted in GCP).165

Figure 2. Resolution path of the DNS hierarchical system

3.1. DNS resolution paths166

DNS is a hierarchical system, and exfiltration can be executed if a system DNS server is167

configured to allow an external request to upstream DNS servers. For this experiment, as the victim168

had never visited the malicious domains, slehee.uk and slehee.com, the IP addresses of them needed169

to be determined. Figure 2 demonstrates several steps for this process which can be summarised as170

below:171

• The tunnelling application on the client-side sends out a DNS query to the local DNS server to172

determine the IP address of the domain as shown by Step 1 in Figure 2.173

• Since it is not in the local DNS server records, the request will be forwarded to one of the root174

DNS servers (Step 2).175

• The root servers will forward the request to one of the Top-Level Domain (TLD) servers that176

are responsible for the .com and the country domains, in this work these being, slehee.com and177

slehee.uk domains respectively (Step 3).178

• The local DNS server queries the TLD server as shown by Step 4 in Figure 2.179

• Finally, TLD refers to the authoritative nameserver of slehee.com (Steps 5, 6 and 7), which has180

been modified to point to the AWS instance IP address. Hence, the client query (IP address of181

Slehee.com) is resolved by the local DNS server (Step 8) as shown in Figure 2.182

The following sections demonstrate two experiments with different approaches for tunnel183

creation between the webserver and attacker instances hosted in two different cloud providers.184
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4. Experiment 1: No firewall constraints on port 53185

In the first experiment, domain slehee.com was used to establish a direct connection from the186

client machine (webserver in GCP cloud) to the malicious server in the AWS cloud. The client machine187

will either establish a connection directly to the malicious server or query the authoritative DNS188

server, which will point to the nameserver of the attacker machine. To start the DNS tunnelling and189

exfiltration attack, the tunnelling server on the AWS instance initiates the iodine service as shown in190

Figure 3. To verify if the system is set up correctly, Iodine provides a test page. Figure 3 shows the191

test result and that the Iodine server side is up and running and is accessible through ss.slehee.com192

(Step1 in Figure 3).193

Webserver 
(GCP)

Attacker at AWS (3.140.111.134)
GCP DNS services

DNS architecture 
of the Internet

Name servers
(GoDadddy.com) Iodine connection initiation

Webserver infected with Iodine payload  

DNS query  received for the 
malicious server domain  

IP address of the name server 
returned by the  DNS architecture

DNS lookup by Root, and 
TLD.

IP address of the  malicious server 
received by the  GCP DNS server

Malicious server 
query received

Data exfiltrated  via the tunnel

Passwd file exfiltrated

IP address of the 
malicious server

Command  and Control centre created
Listening to  DNS for domain slehee.com

Connection setup completed

Step 1

Step 3

Step 5

Step 4

Step 2

Figure 3. Sequence diagram showing DNS tunnel initiation and data exfiltration.

For this study, GCP as an infrastructure as a service (IaaS) has been used where the cloud194

provider is responsible for providing services such as servers, storage, and networking resources.195

Therefore, by default, the GCP firewall allows users to use the DNS services, hence port 53 is always196

open. Once the webserver was infected by the Iodine application, a DNS query was initiated by the197

webserver as shown in Figure 3 (Step2 ).198

The query was received by the DNS server in GCP, which consulted the DNS architecture of the199

Internet (root and TLD servers as shown in Figure 2) to resolve the IP address of the attacker’s domain200

(Step3 in Figure 3). The GCP DNS service resolved the query of the webserver by returning the IP201

address of the attacker’s server (Step4 in Figure 3). After the DNS query was resolved, the attacker’s202

server was able to establish an SSH connection through the DNS tunnel and start the exfiltration203

process. According to Figure 3 (Step5), the content of the /etc/passwd file along with other files204

were sent from the client machine (webserver in the GCP instance) to the AWS instance. Highlighted205

in red, it can be observed that the passwd file from the client was successfully sent over to the server206

at 14:26 pm.207

5. Experiment 2: Tunnelling connection under the constraint of firewall blocking port 53208

In experiment 2, a DNS tunnelling attack was conducted under the constraint of the cloud209

firewall blocking all the traffic from the webserver to the Internet (egress traffic). The implementation210

of this experiment was similar to experiment 1 apart from the firewall constraint. Figure 4 shows the211
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Figure 4. Experiment 2: AWS instance public and private IP addresses.

Webserver (GCP) Attacker at AWS (3.141.76.210)GCP Firewall

Iodine connection initiation

Connection completed and 
Data exfiltrated  via the tunnel

Command  and Control centre created
Listening to  DNS for domain slehee.uk

All egress 
traffic blocked 
by the firewall

All ports blocked but 
DNS still resolving 
URLs to IP addresses

Webserver infected                  
with Iodine payload  

Figure 5. Experiment 2: Sequence diagram showing DNS tunnel initiation and data exfiltration under
the constraints of firewall blocking all the ports.

public and the private IP addresses of the AWS instance (attacker’s server). The two nameservers,212

ns1.slehee.uk and ns2.slehee.uk pointed to the tunnelling server instance in AWS. The Iodine service213

started at 3.141.76.210 on the AWS instance (slehee.uk) as shown in Figure 5. It is important to214

note that URL to DNS resolving is active at the webserver in the GCP, even though the firewall215

configuration is blocking all egress traffic from the webserver, as shown in Figure 5. The process216

of tunnelling is initiated once the webserver gets infected with the Iodine payload. All the steps of217

tunnel initiation (DNS look up by the DNS, root, and TLD servers) are the same as in Figure 3. Figure218

5 highlights the process of successful data exfiltration via DNS tunnelling under the limitation of the219

firewall blocking all the outbound traffic of the client machine hosted in the GCP.220

In contrast to this experiment, if the webserver is hosted locally, not in a cloud environment,221

then the firewall restriction of blocking all the egress traffic would have been sufficient to block the222

DNS tunnelling attack. To demonstrate this key concept and highlight the difference between the223

two environments (cloud vs locally hosted), a webserver with a pfSense virtual firewall was locally224

deployed and all the egress traffic was blocked. The pfSense is also configured as a DNS resolver. The225

configured firewall blocks DNS requests from local clients to servers outside the local network. In226

other words, clients are forced to send DNS requests to the DNS resolver on pfSense. This is achieved227
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by creating two rules7. The first rule allows DNS queries to the pfSense firewall (Pass rule: Pass DNS228

to the Firewall), whereas the second rule blocks DNS (Deny rule: Block DNS to Everything Else).229

Therefore, access to other DNS servers on port 53 will not be possible. This is shown in Figure 6,230

where the Iodine connection attempt for DNS tunnel initiation was unsuccessful mainly because port231

53 was blocked by the firewall. However, as shown in Figure 5, the DNS tunnelling is successful232

in the cloud environment as Google cloud runs a local metadata server alongside the webserver233

instance, which provides basic services such as DNS, DHCP and network time protocol. This server234

is fundamental to the webserver’s functionality; hence it is not possible to block the DNS resolution235

path through the firewall configuration. This can be addressed by implementing an alternative DNS236

name server (or host-based firewall) combine with the creation of an exclusion and inclusion list of237

domains. However, until the domain or the corresponding IP address is blacklisted [26], the DNS238

connection will be successful in the cloud environment.239

Figure 6. Webserver hosted in a non-cloud environment: Iodine connection failed because port 53 is
blocked by the virtual firewall.

In the aforementioned experiments, Iodine was used as the tunnelling application. DNScat2 is240

another tunnelling application, which creates an encrypted command and control channel between241

the attacker and the victim. Figure 7 shows a successfully encrypted channel (via slehee.uk242

domain) created by utilising DNScat2. According to the figure, the server (attacker) and the client243

machine (victim) present the same secret message which shows that the connection was successfully244

established.245

After the demonstration of DNS tunnel initiation and exfiltration of data in the cloud246

environment as given above, the next section discusses an approach through implementation of a247

monitoring server for the detection of malicious DNS activities.248

6. Monitoring server implementation249

The monitoring server was based on the Elastic stack8 (formerly known as the ELK stack) and250

deployed in the GCP. The stack is a collection of open-source tools for managing complex data. The251

main parts of the stack are Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana, and beats.252

7 https://docs.netgate.com/pfsense/en/latest/recipes/dns-block-external.html
8 https://www.elastic.co/what-is/elk-stack
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Figure 7. DNS tunnelling connection established by utilising DNScat2.

The monitoring server was set on a different subnet (subnet 2) than the webserver, which253

was set on subnet 1 as reported in Figure 1. The internal traffic on the subnets was not restricted254

between the instances and were established by the default router. The default firewall rules were255

extended for the ELK Kibana application for monitoring purposes from the admin side only. In256

this experiment, the DNS traffic was captured by installing Filebeat and Packetbeat for the DNS257

tunnel client machine (webserver). The DNS traffic was stored and analysed on the monitoring258

server. Suricata is an open-source Intrusion Detection System with several sets of public rules that259

are community maintained and applied to the data imported from the client machine. Suricata has260

a separate module for the Filebeat package, which was enabled, and the log location added to the261

Filebeat module in the webserver client. The DNS log files are in the .txt format, however, the Suricata262

module parses DNS logs in the JSON format, i.e., the DNS logs are sent and received in the JSON263

format. It is important to note that Suricata rules are applied to all the DNS queries (malicious and264

non-malicious) imported from the webserver. The malicious DNS queries and responses, which were265

detected by Suricata and the Elastic stack, were analysed and discussed in section 7.266

6.1. Overhead of the Elastic stack based monitoring267

The financial overhead of the proposed setup, in terms of processing burden and implementation268

cost, is minimal. It is important to note that the beats framework of the Elastic stack provides269

light-weight data shipping capabilities. The Packetbeat tool ingests network data to the Elasticsearch,270

whereas the Filebeat extracts and ships data from applications and system logs of the webserver271

to the Elasticsearch module. Both beats modules ingest data in real-time, and require minimal272

computing resources in the webserver. The monitoring server is equipped with Elasticsearch, Kibana273

and Suricata. There is neither licensing cost nor vendor related restrictions associated with the use of274

these modules. The Elastic stack along with Suricata provides an accessible, real-time, cloud-based,275

and cost-effective solution for adoption by individual users, and businesses [27].276

6.2. Elastic stack security277

To take full advantage of the opportunities of the stack and further secure it, TLS/SSL was278

applied on the whole stack to encrypt the communication between the log shippers, Elasticsearch279

and Kibana. To enable encryption across the whole stack the following steps were applied:280

• A private key and X.509 certificates generation for each node.281

• Nodes in the stack were configured to use the signed certificates for authentication.282

• The monitoring server was configured to use an encrypted connection.283

• Kibana on the monitoring server was configured to encrypt communication between the server284

and the browser and to establish a connection to Elasticsearch via HTTPS.285

• All beats were configured to use an encrypted connection.286
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7. DNS tunnelling detection287

This section presents the evaluation of the DNS data that was collected from the experiments288

described above. The two DNS tunnel servers (Iodine and DNScat2), which were implemented289

in the AWS cloud environment and the webserver (set in the Google cloud environment) browsed290

the DNS tunnel server, and establish some basic activities such as updating the server to generate291

DNS traffic. The DNS traffic was collected at the webserver, and transported to the monitoring292

server in the JSON format. To identify the DNS tunnelling activities, the generated DNS logs were293

stored and grouped into payload and traffic data categories. The collected data was examined by294

utilising different detection techniques such as statistical analysis of the DNS payload, and analysis295

of uncommon record types. In addition, several other techniques such as assessment of the DNS296

traffic data from the volume of DNS queries, the volume of DNS traffic per domain, and number of297

hostnames per domain were deployed. The details of these strategies are discussed in the following298

subsections.299

7.1. Statistical analysis of domains and subdomains300

Most legitimate domain names tend to have a meaningful human-readable name, while domain301

generated algorithm (DGA), malware, and tunnelling applications use randomly created domains302

and subdomains [28,29]. Hence, domains with a higher randomness may indicate a DNS attack.303

The randomness of information can be measured by the concept of information entropy or Shannon304

entropy, which was introduced by Claude Shannon [30]. The Shannon entropy, H, of a discrete set of305

probabilities pi, is defined as306

H = −
n

∑
i=1

pi × log (pi) (1)

where n is the total number of observed events, i.e., i = 1, 2, 3, .., n. The Shannon entropy definition307

and score can be used for domain and subdomain names of DNS queries where higher entropy values308

will indicate a high randomness of a domain.309

In this study, the DNS logs gathered by the Elasticsearch and the randomness of ss.slehee.com,310

ns.slehee.uk domains have been identified by extending the search interval to include the DNS311

tunnelling activities from Iodine and DNScat2. One of the features in Elasticsearch is statistical312

analysis of the strings, which can be set to determine the Shannon entropy of the queries. Shannon313

entropy measures uncertainty of the given domain name and it provides fast and accurate results in314

real-time. If the entropy value exceeds a defined threshold score, then this may be an indication of315

DNS tunnelling activities. The results of this experiment show a high entropy score for ns.slehee.uk,316

and a high-level of randomness in the queried domain names, as shown in Figure 8. Generally,317

entropy scores of non-malicious DNS queries are less than 4 [12]. According to Figure 8, the entropy318

score of more than 4 for all the considered DNS queries highlights exfiltration of data via the DNS319

protocol. Typically, normal and safe domains have a lower entropy score, for example, the entropy320

value for the google.com and debian.org domains were obtained and measured approximately 2.5.321

However, this approach may result in false negative outcomes, as there are some exceptions,322

where DNS names are used to represent information, e.g., version names where numbers and323

characters are included in the queries or domain name generators that are often used by large324

cloud providers. Another benign element which can cause higher than normal entropy is Content325

Delivery Network (CDN) assistance and site hosting [31]. In such scenarios, the character frequency326

probability may help to identify the nature of a DNS query. For this study, in order to analyse the327

probability of each character, the DNS data packets were monitored using the packetbeat platform,328

which is integrated into the Elastic stack.329

Analysis of the dns.question.subdomain field reveals that some subdomains have a lot of numerical330

characters in the DNS queries. To get a more accurate view of the character distribution, the Elastic331
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Figure 8. The first part of the figure shows Shannon entropy score of DNS queries. The second part of
the figure lists the DNS queries.

Figure 9. Character frequency probability visibility shown in the Kibana visualization dashboard.

developer tools were used to analyse the dns.question.subdomain field with the Shannon entropy value332

based on the frequency probability of each character as shown in Figure 9. This figure also shows333

the distribution of the characters probability in descending order, where numerical characters are334

residing at top of the list. According to the figure, a higher entropy value coupled with a higher335

integer frequency probability is a strong indicator of data exfiltration by exploiting the DNS protocol.336

Another important feature is the length of the DNS queries, which in turn shows the number337

of characters (bytes) in the subdomains and can be used to detect DNS tunnelling and exfiltration338

activities. It is important to note that the encoding method (base64 or base16) greatly impacts the339

amount of exfiltrated data. Base16 encoding can exfiltrate half bytes of data (per ASCII character),340

whereas base64 exfiltrates 0.75 bytes of data per ASCII character in the subdomains. Both encoding341

methods utilised for data exfiltration result in longer query length. Therefore, the length of the342
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subdomains employed in the exfiltration of data is an important indicator. Figure 10 shows the query343

length for the ns.slehee.uk subdomain, which was setup for the DNS tunnelling experiment, and344

the average subdomain length for all queries. The query length was 122 characters with an average345

subdomain length of 46, indicating a high standard deviation which is an indicator of an anomalous346

DNS query. In another words, the length of malicious query (used for data exfiltration) was more347

than double the length of average queries over the last 7 days of the experiment.348

Figure 10. First column shows the DNS query length for the ns.slehee.uk subdomain. The second
column shows the standard deviation between the elements of the first and second columns. The
third column lists the query length averaged over the last 7 days.
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Figure 11. Proportion (%) of the different record types in the DNS queries.

7.2. DNS record type analysis349

The next DNS tunnelling detection strategy is based on analysing DNS record types. This350

monitoring technique can be effective as there are only a few DNS record types that are used for DNS351

tunnelling. Figure 11 illustrates record types in the DNS queries. Iodine utilises the Null record for352

data exfiltration via a DNS tunnel. Each DNS reply can contain over a kilobyte of compressed payload353
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Figure 12. Handshake (ACK) between Iodine DNS tunnelling server (attacker) and the victim.
Analysis via Wireshark shows the DNS response packet from Null record exported and saved as a
binary. The figure also shows the TTL field in the DNS query response.

data. The significant percentage of Null requests shown in the bar chart represents the Iodine DNS354

tunnelling activities. Another important point to consider is that the Null record was deprecated by355

RFC1035. Therefore, a significant proportion of Null queries is a strong indication of malicious DNS356

exploitation.357

7.3. DNS signature analysis358

Another popular detection method is based on analysing the DNS signature, which can be used359

to review specific attributes in the DNS header and DNS payload content [12]. The authors in [16]360

demonstrated a detailed signature analysis in which the DNS response packet from Null records was361

exported and saved as a binary file by using Wireshark, as shown in Figure 12. The binary file was362

then analysed by using the Neo Hex Editor and detection was implemented by using Snort rules. For363

instance, the Snort rule to identify malicious network activity is SID-1-27046 9, which is based on the364

Iodine DNS tunnelling handshake server ACK. Analysis of the collected Null record using Wireshark365

is shown in Figure 12.366

Another important feature of DNS data is Time-To-Live (TTL), that describes how long a DNS367

response for a domain should be cached and can be used for detection of DNS tunnelling. The368

recursive resolvers usually cache the information so instead of retrieving them again from the369

authoritative server, can simply reply with the cached record. The duration that the DNS record370

9 https://www.snort.org/rule_docs/1-27046
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is required to be kept in the cache of a DNS server is referred to as TTL, which for a normal DNS371

record is mostly greater than 300 seconds. Hence, DNS data with a TTL value close to zero may372

indicate DNS tunnelling activity as a malicious user can use this approach to avoid DNS detection373

and blacklisting. Figure 12 shows that the DNS signature has content matches all highlighted in red,374

where the hex value 0x0001 indicates a Null record and the TTL value of zero indicates no time for375

the intermediate cache, which points to the existence of DNS tunnelling [24,32].376

The Suricata open-source intrusion detection and prevention system (IPDS) can also be used in377

the cloud environment for creating rules to identify a DNS tunnelling attack. Figure 13 shows the378

Suricata alerts during DNS exfiltration with Iodine in ELK-stack. The Suricata IDPS can be combined379

with other alert rules such as suspicious Null request. Similarly, other alerts can be created to detect380

increased TXT records. Moreover, the detection success can be increased by taking advantage of the381

Elastic stack SIEM, where new rules can be created alongside the 400 default rules.382

Figure 13. Suricata alerts in the Elastic stack during DNS exfiltration with Iodine.

Figure 14. DNS traffic request volume over time.
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Figure 15. Unique subdomains per domain shown in the Kibana visualization dashboard.

7.4. DNS traffic volume and time analysis383

An effective strategy for traffic analysis is based on the fact that limited data can be exfiltrated384

in a DNS tunnel. Therefore, an increase in volume of DNS traffic over time may indicate malicious385

DNS activity. This strategy will be effective for networks with expectations of a lower number of386

DNS queries. Figure 14 shows high DNS traffic that was captured from the cloud environment387

experiments. However, in networks with a high volume of DNS traffic, this method will most likely388

give false positive results. Therefore, in the case of networks where the number of DNS queries is389

expected to be low, a high volume of DNS traffic may indicate DNS tunnelling activity.390

Another detection strategy is based on a given domain (suspicious domain) with multiple391

subdomains [12], where a suspicious domain with multiple subdomains can be a strong indicator392

of DNS tunnelling. In this study the ss or sl and ns subdomains are short, and a large amount of data393

was ingested in each of the subdomains. During the exfiltration, the client-server communication was394

hidden in the domain or subdomain names and, as result, a large number of new unique subdomains395

were generated. Figure 15 shows a significant number of subdomains for slehee.com and slehee.uk.396

In addition, the right-hand side table in figure 15 shows a large number of bytes that are generated397

from DNS queries and responses (bytes in and out). This demonstrates the presence of malicious398

activities.399

Another interesting observation for exfiltrated traffic via DNS is a higher time interval between400

consecutive pairs of queries and responses. This can be seen from Figure 16 where the average401

response time during exfiltration is approximately 70 ms (shown using green colour). The average402

response time for normal DNS traffic is approximately 20 ms [32]. Therefore, a higher than normal403

average response time is a strong indication of DNS tunnelling activities.404

Figure 16. Average time interval between DNS query and response.
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8. Discussion405

This study proposed a cloud-based detection solution, which was tested by analysing the406

collected real time DNS data. Two experiments in the cloud environment were conducted to407

demonstrate the importance of monitoring DNS traffic to identify DNS tunnelling attacks.408

The results of the monitoring strategies tested highlight that without suitable measures to409

monitor network traffic, DNS tunnelling applications can quickly establish connection to the410

command and control server bypassing the outbound firewall restrictions. For the proposed411

cloud-based detection system, Elastic stack has been configured successfully and, in order to evaluate412

the performance, the following methodologies were utilised: Shannon entropy of hostnames,413

character frequency probability, hostname length, number of subdomains, increased DNS request,414

unusual records type, TTL, and DNS signature. For analysing DNS traffic data, the ELK-stack beats415

modules such as packetbeat, and filebeat were implemented to provide meaningful data logs.416

The signature analysis results prove that Suricata could be a valuable detection tool when417

applying detailed and specific rules. The experiment to determine the randomness in the domain418

names and subdomains with Shannon entropy proved successful. The possibility of obtaining419

false positive indicators will increase as more applications move towards the cloud environment.420

Therefore, the query for domain-generated algorithm detection needs to be fine-tuned to filter out421

trusted domains. For instance, it has been shown that the use of Shannon entropy along with422

character frequency probability analysis can filter out trusted domains. Furthermore, it has also been423

shown that the calculation of average response time will improve the DNS data monitoring system424

as this will enhance the detection accuracy even for DNS over HTTPS flows.425

The demonstrated detection techniques show the effectiveness of the open-source framework426

of the Elastic stack. Furthermore, the implementation of such a framework requires minimal effort,427

which makes it suitable for enterprises having limited resources to fight against the most common428

cyber threats. Whilst these approaches have been used before in non-cloud environments, this work429

successfully demonstrates that malicious queries can be accurately identified in a cloud environment430

by utilising these techniques. Together, these methods can provide a useful detection strategy which431

can be contained in one dashboard.432

For future development, the DNS tunnel detection strategy can be enhanced by adding passive433

DNS monitoring. Passive DNS monitoring has the potential to identify malicious domains using434

multiple IP addresses. This can aid real-time detection thus uncovering the IP footprint of the435

DNS tunnelling attack. Furthermore, there are some Elastic stack SIEM prebuilt rules that can be436

implemented to improve the detection of malicious activities as part of the regular monitoring of the437

DNS traffic. For example, rules can be configured to detect DNS activities when an internal network438

client sends DNS traffic directly to the Internet, or when it receives abnormally large DNS responses.439
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